What’s new at Chillon?

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Grand unveiling of our upcoming exhibition poster

Here’s a sneak preview of our new Chillon™ Castle poster! What could be more mouthwatering than this glimpse into our upcoming exhibition...? Running from 14 September 2018 to 28 April 2019.

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE...

Item of the Month: Hornung paintings

Two authentic Joseph Hornung paintings, depicting the imprisonment of famous prisoner François Bonivard, take pride of place in the prison and the Albert Naef room. The Friends of Chillon Castle Association helped make it possible to acquire them. The Chillon "Collections" are exhibited in collaboration with the Cantonal Museum of Archaeology and History in Lausanne, home to several collections linked to Chillon and its history.

We take a detailed look on our blog

Chillon Collections
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

Free Sunday guided tour

Our costumed tour guide will take you on an amazing journey through time and space. This character will uncover the secrets of the prison and the Bernese chamber. Head to the first courtyard at 2:00 pm (in German), 3:00 pm (in French) or at 4:00 pm (in English).

New guide in Arabic

From June onwards, Chillon™ Castle is delighted to offer a new visitor guide in Arabic. All adults receive a leaflet to help them easily work their way around the fortress and it is currently available in 15 languages. Children can get to know Drako the dragon with a fun map in French, German and English.

Wine awarded new prize

White Clos de Chillon wins a medal!

Our 2016 white Clos de Chillon has won a silver medal. The winners were announced in May 2018 at the famous Concours Mondial de Bruxelles in Beijing. This distinction showcases the work carried out by our winemaker extraordinaire, Edouard Bertholet; our partner Badoux-Vins, through their manager; our oenologist, Daniel Dufaux, and his wonderful collaborator, Marjorie Bonvin, our cellar master.

Historic winemaking at the castle